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ABSTRACT: Video compression with improved visual quality and with temporal redundancy reduction is a
challenging task. Video coding standards such as H.261/3, MPEG-1/2/4 and H.264/AVC use motion estimation
(ME) scheme to remove temporal redundancy which significantly improves the coding efficiency. However, the
peak signal-to-noise ratio is less. A new video coding method is proposed based on Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) and Distributed Video Coding (DVC). The proposed scheme provides high peak signalto-noise ratio(PSNR) with better visual quality and high compression efficiency compared to existing video
codec’s. The comparison of the proposed SVD coding plus distributed video coding scheme with the existing
codec’s shows its advantages and potential in applications. This method of video coding is suitable for scenarios
such as mobile video phone, video surveillance systems, wireless video cameras, and disposable video cameras
etc where high compression with enhanced visual quality are required.

Keywords – Compression efficiency, Distributed video coding, Peak-signal-to-noise ratio, Singular value
decomposition, Video compression.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Video is a sequence of still images representing scenes in motion. Video is characterized by huge
amount of data. An uncompressed video (video conference) recorded with a resolution of 352x240 at 15 fps
has a data rate of 30.41Mbps. As a result, transmission of raw video requires huge bandwidth. Also, the memory
required to store this uncompressed video is enormous. These two drawbacks make it impractical to use raw
video.
To reduce the transmission bandwidth and the storage requirements, video compression is done.
During compression, the redundant information is removed. Compression algorithms typically exploit spatial
and temporal redundancies present in a video. Temporal redundancy occurs when adjacent frames are highly
correlated in a video. In MJPEG (Motion JPEG), each frame is coded independently using JPEG. Therefore
MJPEG do not suffer from interframe dependence. However MJPEG exploits only spatial redundancy and does
not exploit the temporal redundancies in the video and therefore it results in lower compression.
H.261 is the video compression standard and is a motion compression algorithm developed
specifically for videoconferencing. Motion compensation involves working with groups of pixels to identify a
group in the previous frame that best matches a group in the current frame. H.261 use prediction and motion
estimation to reduce temporal redundancy. As the motion content of the images increases, the codec has to do
more computations and usually has to give up on image quality to maintain frame rate.
H.264 offers higher compression rates and can be achieved by using both inter frame and intra frame coding.
Spatial redundancy can be removed by intra frame coding and temporal redundancy can be removed by inter
frame coding. The high compression efficiency is the high computational complexity due to the ME process
used. In addition, with applications in which frames need to be edited and changed, all the frames affected by
the changes have to be encoded again in an ME-based coder because of the inter frame dependence therefore,
hybrid coding is not popular for situations requiring video editing and easy access to an individual frame.
Motion estimation and compensation is an efficient algorithm and a compression anywhere between
30:1 to 100:1 can be achieved. It is a challenge to remove temporal redundancy for getting high coding gain
without significant increase in computational complexity. Temporal redundancy is exploited by the techniques
such as block-based motion estimation (ME). Video coding standards like H.261/3, MPEG-1/2/4 and
H.264/AVC implement this coding structure. Accordingly, coding efficiency is extensively improved.
However, due to the motion estimation process, computational complexity is high. The cost of high
complexity are long computational time, high energy consumption, short battery life, and high cost of hardware
implementation. In addition, the hybrid coding system causes inter-frame dependence in decompression.
Therefore there is a need for algorithms, which achieve the necessary compression in real time with low power
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consumption. Hence in this paper, a new scheme is proposed for video coding based on Singular Value
Decomposition and Distributed Video Coding which improves the visual quality of the video.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the theoretical foundation of the proposed system
and comparison with the existing relevant codecs. Section 3 describes the whole codec framework of the
proposed SVD and DVC scheme. Section 4 presents the overall coding operation and experimental results with
PSNR values, whereas Section 5 concludes this paper.

II.

RELATED WORK

Asai proposed new video coding scheme optimized for high-resolution video sources[1] based on
motion estimation and discrete cosine transform. Although coding efficiency is improved, computational
complexity is high. Kyung-hee lee proposed a video coding method for H.264/AVC based on reference frame
selection algorithm which reduced the complexity but frame loss is present.
Bahari proposed a low-power H.264 video compression[2] architectures for mobile communication
based on pixel truncation by variable block-size where computational saving is achieved but increases the
hardware design.
Fan Zhang proposed texture warping and synthesis based video compression[3]. A perspective motion
model was employed to warp static textures, instead of encoding whole images or prediction residuals after
translational motion estimation, and dynamic textures are created by utilizing texture synthesis. Using the
features derived from complex wavelet transform, texture regions are segmented and further classified
according to their spatial and temporal characteristics. In addition, to evaluate the quality of the reconstructed
video, a compatible artifact-based video metric was proposed to prevent warping and synthesis artifacts.
However this method had poor visual quality.
Gabriellini proposed an approach for intra-prediction in video coding[4] based on the combination of
spatial closed-loop and open-loop predictions called as Combined Intra-Prediction, which enables better
prediction of frame pixels that is desirable for efficient video compression and also addresses both the ratedistortion performance enhancement as well as low-complexity requirements that are imposed on codec’s for
targeted high-resolution content. The drawback of this method was that it does not provide better quality for
complex video sequences.
Asai described a video coding scheme which used conventional block-based motion compensation plus
discrete cosine transform coding approach that is suitable for hardware implementation of a high-resolution
video codec. This scheme achieved significant development of coding efficiency, allowing the use of larger
blocks for motion compensation and transform coding than conventional standards. However this method
increased the computations.

III.

VIDEO CODEC OPERATION

Video compression is done based on singular value decomposition plus distributed video coding method
which improves the visual quality of the video sequences and also provide high peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) compared with the existing video coding methods.
A. SVD process
Initially the given video sequence is divided into group of pictures(GOP) with n frames. Consider the
ith frame denoted as Fi. The mean frame Fmean is found from n frames and the mean subtracted frames is
obtained, i.e. Fi’ = Fi - Fmean. Then the mean-subtracted group of pictures(GOP) is divided into 8 × 8 group of
blocks(GOBs) where each block in B is denoted as B1,….,Bn.
SVD is applied for the jth GOB to obtain the corresponding eigenvector matrices E l and Er and the group of 8 ×
8 coefficient matrices S1…Sn. The eigenvector matrix contains eight eigenvectors. The eigenvectors with small
sub-indices are more important since they correspond to the top left coefficients which contain more
information. These eigenvectors are often coded using vector quantization.
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Fig 1. SVD encoder
After quantization, eigenvectors are transmitted as group information(GI) for each GOB. The longer the GOP,
the less proportion the GI will occupy. With the increase in GOP size, there will be more high-magnitude SVD
coefficients, which negatively impact the coding efficiency.
A rational GOP size is chosen, such that the portion of GI in each GOP and the number of high-magnitude
coefficients are balanced. For video sequences, the optimal GOP size also ranges from 21 to 31.

Fig 2. SVD decoder
In the decoder part, first, the group information is decoded; whereby the mean frame and eigenvector matrices
are extracted. The reconstructed frames without the mean frame is obtained by applying inverse SVD. By
adding the 8 × 8 blocks of frame with the reconstructed mean frame, we get the original frames Fi which forms
the given video sequence. In this way, once the group information is successfully received, we are able to
decode each frame independently.
B. DVC process
Distributed video coding (DVC) is a new video coding framework which is based on Wyner-Ziv (WZ)
coding. In DVC, the complex task i.e., motion estimation is shifted to decoder, and decoder generates the side
information, which is one type of input frame and the encoder only sends parity bits to correct errors or to
improve its quality.
The incoming video sequence is first divided into group of pictures (GOPs). The first frame of each
GOP is called key frame and conventional intra encoder is used to encode the key frame. The remaining frames
in GOP are called as WZ frames and are encoded using distributed coding. Conventional intra encoder can be
of H.264/AVC intra or JPEG2000. The WZ frames first go through transform such as discrete cosine transform
(DCT) or discrete wavelet transform (DWT), depending on the conventional intra encoder chosen.
The transformed coefficients are then quantized (i.e., each coefficient is divided by an integer value) before
splitting into bit planes. Typically, the result is a block in which most or all of the coefficients are zero, with a
few non-zero coefficients. The video coding process produces a number of values that must be encoded to form
the compressed bit stream.
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Fig 3. DVC codec
These values include quantized transform coefficients, information about the structure of the compressed data
and the compression tools used during encoding, information about the complete video sequence. These values
are converted into binary codes using any of the codes like Turbo, Trellis, or Arithmetic codes for encoding.
After encoding, the bit stream can then be stored and/or transmitted. The codes are deployed here for error
correction of frames, by sending the parity bits.
The parity bits stored in the buffer are sent to decoder based on the requests from the decoder.
Therefore a feedback channel is needed between decoder and encoder. Side information (SI) is generated at the
decoder by motion compensated interpolation or extrapolation of previously decoded frames. To decode the
quantized bit planes, the side information is used along with the parity bits of the WZ frames requested via a
feedback channel.
The reconstructed transform coefficients bands are obtained by the side information together with the decoded
quantized bit planes. By applying inverse discrete cosine transform, the decoded WZ frames can be obtained
and the key frames go through conventional intra encoder and decoder.

IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
The proposed video coding scheme involves compressing the video sequence first by using SVD
process. The output video obtained from the SVD process is further compressed by distributed video coding
process which provides highly compressed video with better visual quality as described in Fig.4.
Also, the proposed system gives high peak signal-to-noise ratio when compared to existing video coding
standards.

Fig 4. Flow diagram of proposed method
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Initially, the input video is divided into group of frames. Then SVD process is applied to that frames which in
turn produces compressed output video with certain PSNR value and compression ratio. Next the output video is
again compressed using DVC method which produces highly compressed video with high PSNR improvement
than the other codec’s. Different video codec’s are compared based on their performance in terms of peaksignal-to-noise ratio as shown in Fig. 5 where the proposed SVD and DVC video coding technique provides
high PSNR value.

Fig 5. Performance comparison of different video codec's

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper we have proposed a new scheme for video coding based upon Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) plus Distributed Video Coding (DVC). Compared with existing hybrid video codec’s,
our codec gives high coding efficiency in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio(PSNR) by 3-8 dB for the given
aero plane sequence compared with existing SVD method and hybrid video codec’s. Therefore, our scheme
provides better visual quality and this video coding method is suitable for applications such as mobile video
phone, video surveillance systems, wireless video cameras, and disposable video cameras etc where high
compression with enhanced visual quality are required. Hence developing this video coding method for
complex videos with further complexity reduction will be a future challenge.
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